
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR MORGAN SPORTS CAR HIRE 

Mileage: There is no mileage limit however, the car will leave the showroom with a full tank of 

unleaded fuel and we ask that it be returned in the same condition. (Please note that our insurance only 

permits travel within mainland UK).  

Cancellation: Any hire cancelled within 28 days of the hire date will be subject to a 50% cancellation 

fee. Any hires cancelled within 14 days of the date of hire will be subject to a 100% cancellation fee. 

Please note that this also applies to the re-scheduling of hires within these time frames. Please note that 

unfortunately we cannot be held responsible for the weather, and so any hires cancelled or re-

scheduled due to poor weather conditions (with the exception of extreme conditions) will be subject 

to the above cancellation and re-scheduling terms.  

Accidental Damage: A £750 excess will be paid by the hirer in the event of any accident or malicious 

damage being caused to the vehicle.  

Dogs: We do not allow any animals in the cars.  

All cars are subject to change: In the event of a booked car being unavailable on the day of hire, due 

to circumstances beyond our control, we will offer an alternative model. In the event we are unable to 

offer a replacement car, we will either refund your hire in full or would ask you to re-book for another 

time.  

Liability: Any personal possessions left in the cars are the hirer’s responsibility. Krazy Horse is not liable 

for the loss or damage to any property stored or transported in or on the vehicle. Please read carefully 

the Terms and Conditions on the reverse of the Insurance / Booking Form regarding the Lessor and 

Hirer obligations.  

Driving Licence: Drivers must hold a full and current driving licence, and have more than 3 years 

driving experience. Drivers should be aged between 25 and 75 years inclusive and have no more than 3 

penalty points on the licence within the last 5 years.  

Collecting and returning the car: The car will be available for collection at 9:30am. The car MUST be 

returned at the specified time (late returns will incur a surcharge to be calculated on the day).  

We would ask that all drivers bring their full drivers licences with them on the day, and agree to 

complete a standard Insurance form which includes questions relating to medical history/driving 

endorsements. PLEASE NOTE if the holder has a new style UK photocard driving licence, they contact 

the DVLA website for a check code www.gov.uk/view-driving-licence. 


